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aVoiD now!

'.

Veneral disease,grows in nation, on campus
by Sharon Merritt
copy editor
The number of reported cases
.f venereal disease, especially of
..,..gonorrhea, has increased considerably over the last few months,
according to Dr. William Simmons of the Studerit Health
Center.
But the number of reported ·
· cases has not reached epidemic ·
proportions.
Venereal disease has "very
definitely" increased in Kittitas
County, according to Mrs. Erickson, the County's Public Health
Nurse. She reported that VD has
reached epidemic proportions
nationally. · But she is not sure
whether the problem is that serious in_Kittitas County.

The danger with gonorrhea is
positive. The number of urinary ignore the possibility of syphilis,
tract infections reached 65. The though, because when one in- that the female contracts the
disease and does not usually
number of patients treated for · creases the .o ther does too.
As to the increase in pregnan- show any symptoms. And then
gonorrhea was 40 aRd there were
. no cases of syphilis reported. .
cies, Dr. Simmons claims that he she passes it on to other males .
There is only one way to con- has seen .an "awful lot of girls Therefore if a male find that he
tract VD., according to Dr. Sim- . who are engaging in intimate has the disease, he should let
mons, and that is through sexual relations · and not protecting any females he has contacted
intercourse. He also attributes the . · themselves with contraceptives." know.
The incubation period for
· increase of the pregnancies, uri- · And he adds that "this is denary infections and vaginal infec- plored for obvious reasons." He males who have contracted
, tions to sexual intimacy.
·
feels that there is "absolutely no gonorrhea is from two · to eight
. He feels that the increased use reason for a girl to become preg- days, but sometimes it can be
. of birth· control pills rather than · nant due to · ignorance or false longer. Symptoms that the male
might notice are a .thick, yellowcondoms has added to· this >< in- pride."
crease of gonorrhea · and . the .
Dr.· Simmons calls VD the · ish, malOdorous urethral disinfections. · Syphilis is not : con- '.. ping pong" disease because the charge. There may be pain on
trolled by prophylactics, but untreated male gives it to the urination and a staining of the
syphilis is not the current prob- untreated female - back and underwear. Some complications
.· lem:
forth. Therefore ·both males and that might appear are abscesses
or arthritis .
. Dr. , Simmons warns not to females should be treated.
A female who is not treated
for gonorrhea can suffer permanent damage. The disease can
CENTRAL
implant itself in the fallopian
WASHINGTON
STATE
tubes causing chronic scaring
COLLEGE
with the eventual closure of the
. tubes. This eventually causes
sterility.
Ultimately, if gonorrhea · goes
untreated in the male the urethral
structures may be blocked by
formation of scar tissues. If this
happens the male will have to
undergo lifelong treatment to
FRIDAY, JANUARY 22, 1971
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keep the urethra from closing.
The female normally has no
symptoms when she has gon~r
rhea. If there are any they
usually are lower abdominal pain,
extent that whites are fearing for slight fever, malaise and a copiBrown's TV show is an attempt
symbols are for the aggrandizetheir lives and property, accord- ous thick, yellow discharge.
to break away from the institument of white people."
The incubation period for
ing to Brown.
tionalized racist fare of the comBrown sees the advancing syphilis is four to six weeks.
mercial media. ''Journal is the
technology of cable and cassette The classic symptom of syphilis
only show on TV that is comis the shanker - a painless ulcer
television as a means of forcing
pletely controlled by blacks," said
on the genital organs. This sore
Brown.
·
· change in commercial television.
is sometimes hard to see on the
"every viewer will become his
Black pride
own program director," said female. Often the only way that
Brown sees a need for developBrown. With an increased ability it can be detected is by a pelvic
ment of a sense of pride in the
to select programs personally, the · examination.
black community, to match the
Among the other forms of VD
networks will be forced to '' radisense of pride and tradition that
that occur is non-specific urethricalize" their programming in
has long been developed in white
order to stay in business, said tis. This disease occurs in males
society.
only. It is characterized by a
Brown.
The distortion of events in the
colorless, odorless discharge and
Petitions can b€' filed asking
black communities is a result of
that the licenses of stations that some burning upon urination.
racism, said Brown. The white
Females are subject to another
do not serve the community not
media cannot recognize its limibe renewed. In this case, said venereal disease called herpes
tations in coverage of black
Brown, stations must prove that progenitalis. It is caused by a
-events, according to Brown.
they have lived up to the prom- . virus. A cold sore may appear in
. "White journalists reporting on
ises that they made when apply- the genital area. The most frethe ghettos don't know what they
quent symptom is a very painful
ing for their broadcast license.
are looking at."
Last year station challenges were scalding pain on urination. The
Because the media is reporting
only thing that can be treated in
filed in 20 cities, said Brown.
events from a "white · racist
Brown said that while petitions this disease is the symptoms. The
· frame of reference, the media
have increased 1060%, the "pro- disease goes away in about two
, has turned Americans into paraweeks.
test is not significant."
. noids," said Brown.
'Thrichonomus vaginalis is a
"In some major way there has
As an example, Brown pointed
to be a massive re-education of
Continued on page 8
to the Black Panthers. Where . the public," said Brown.
there are less than 500 Panthers
in the country, the · media has
Tony Brown
distorted their activities to the

Mrs. Erickson noted that there
had been about a 50 percent increase in the number of "reported" cases in this county from
1969 to 1970.
VD is not the only thing that
has been on the increase on
campus. Dr. Simmons also reported that the number ,of urinary tract infections, vaginal in- ·
fections and pregnancies ~has .
risen. · He ·was particularly
alarmed at the number of urinary
tract infections which he considers too many · . for . this · ag~
group.
Figures compiled Wednesdayshow that 200 students have· been
treated in the Health Center for
vaginal infections. Twenty-four
out of 38 pregnancy tests proved

r1er
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Media creates ·'white racists'
''Television gives blacks a feeling of ambivalence about what
they are," according to Tony
Brown, distinguished visiting
professor of Mass Media and
executive producer of NET's
Black Journal.
Brown, who is also the president of the National Association
of Black Media Professors, has
been contracted to teach and lecture on the role and future of the
medias, especially in relation to
minority programming.
Brown, speaking in his classes
and at a. news conference, points
out that the media has created
confusion in the black culture because of constant re-emphasis of
white nationalism.
"Television makes white people
feel good about being white,"
said Brown.
While racism in the communications industry is often unconcious, Brown said that programming totally for whites is quite
damaging. Young black children
who see much television are educated extensively in the symbols
of white culture, he said.
"Blacks are taught to be what
they aren't," said Brown. "All

"

Coffee hours planned for elections

Radio interviews, coffee hours
and visitations will be featured
by the CWSC election committee
for the candidates in the student
government election this quarter,
said election chairman Pete
Peterson . .
. attributed to poor attendence at
Sunday, Feb. 7, at 8 p.m. the
· concerts, publicity costs and varicandidates for the vice-president
ous incidental costs such as stu(executive, administrative and
dent help, preparation of the pasocial vice-president) positions
vilion and people hired to police
will be aired on radio. TMse inthe crowd.
terviews will take place in the
Social Vice-President Tony
Lair of the SUB.
· Ginn predicted a bleak future foi:"A microphone will be placed
"Big Name Entertainment."
in the audience and telephone
"It appears that unless the ASC
service will be available for per. can put on future entertainment · sons to ask questions of the can. without further losses, the enter- didates," said Peterson. The teletainment budget will remain phone number will be listed on
frozen, with no future big name election information posters lo· . concerts,'' .Glnn said..
·. cated on campus.

Entertainment budget in financial difficulty;
,$8,000 deficit freezes 'big name' funds
by Darwin Geary
It appears that at this time,
the ASC entertainment budget is
in deep financial difficulty.
The ASC's "~ig Name Entertainment" budget, which originally was intended to break even,
is now at an $8,000 defkit, even
with the addition of $10,000 from ·
the Social Activities Fund, which ,
was to have provided for free :
student entertainment such as the ,
coffee-house in ''The Cavern'' :
and some free movies.
So far this academic year•.

approximately $35,000 has been
spent to bring big name entertainment to Central, but in return
only $27 ,000 has been regained
as revenue from the concerts by
ticket sales, plus the money from
the above mentioned social activities fund.
Because of the resulting $8,000
gap, the entertainment fund is
for the time being frozen, until
some means can be found to replace lost revenue and · balance
the budget.
' ··
The bulk of the loss ·· can . be

M~nday, Feb. 8, the candidates
for president will be aired in the
Lair at 8 p.m. There will be telephone service and a microphone
in the audience for persons to
ask questions of these candidates.
A coffee hour will be held during visitation week with the presidential and vice-presidential
candidates present. More information about visitation week,
coffee hour and candidates will
be given on posters and in a
voter's pamphlet.
The pamphlet will be distributed on Feb. 2 and 7. They will
be located at key areas on campus. The pamplets will contain
photos of the candidates and
their platforms, along with poll.ing time and places.
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Many types~~ counseli~g KCW.S. reduces ~ir ~ime
experiences provid~d ·" . dU~il~urth~?not!:K!?~ d"II~~-~a?:.~:!~that
An additional service of the Paul Borg, . Suzi. Philip and Char- ·
CWSC
Counseling
Services
counseling center is to ·admini- _lotte Utzinger.
provide individual counseling by
Dr. Wells Mcinelly ·and · Dr.
ster various tests. · Some of these
appointment and·· group experiences by request and testing, · are the Washington Pre-College Robert E. Nuzum are aiso on the
jest; the Teacher -· Education staff, . and members of . the desaid Dr. Owen Dugmore, psyTests, the Undergraduate Record . partment of psychology faculty:
chology instructor and counselor.
The types of individual coun- . ExaminaUon and the General Karl Rickabaugh, counseling psyEducation Development Test, · a chologist from the University of
seling offered · are career ·planhigh school' equivale~cy' · exami- Utah, is new on the staff this
ning, life values, academic imnation. ,
·. · .. ; .
. year. Also new is staff psychomprovement, pre-marital, marital,
etrist Mike Gray. 1"' t.:_.:
, [· • : ,
family, consultation and inter-·
,.
t
There is no charge for coun:. .
personal and intrapersonal probseling services, said Dugmore: He ·
lems.
also said "staff members' primary function is counseling." ·. · '
Group experiences include organizational developemnt, vocaDugmore said there are ten ·
tional, academic marital, pre- · professional staff members ·. of
A masters program has · been
marital, personal growth, effiwhich Dr. Robert Miller is director. Dr. Gregory Trujillo is proposed for three new subject
cient study, integrating academic, vocational and personal councounselor · and coordinator of areas, according to Dr. Dale
Comstock, dean of Graduate
testing.
seling, sensitivity, therapy and
Studies.
human relations.
Graduate assistants include
The offering of a masters degree has been proposed for
Ecumenical Film Series
music, art, and vocational education.
11
MAT
Also under consideration by the
Board of Trustees is a new masters title. The MAT, or master
A powerful portrait of th• American conscience struggling with the t•n1ion1 creof arts for teaching would be
ated by the Country's revolution In racial relationships. This 11 a dramatic docuonly a new title and not a new
mentary of real people - the members of an all-white, middle-class Lutheran
degree, Comstock emphasized.
congregation In Omaha, Nebraslia, the Inhabitants of Omaha's black ghetto, and
The MAT would be "more acathe young pastor who attempts to build a bridge of understanding between the
demic and less professional,"
two races. Produced by Wm. C. Jersey (Quest Production•) for Lutheran Film
Auoclat...
said Comstock, with 30-36 credits
· required in the. subject field and
9 to 15 credits required in professional education.
.,
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Board considers

rrtaste~$ pro,gr~m

A Time for Burnin.g "

Tuesday, Jan. 26 - 8 p.m. - SUB 206

At last.
Pantyhose with
replaceable
hose. ~<:'I)
0

·~, ~y .

Beauty Mist divided pantyhose

\..;,.
.

into Panty

+ Hose and came up
with the answer.

~anty hose with hose yo~· can replace

,,/

·

for a mere $ L15.

Ah, you say, but how do
they fit? Beautifully. An ingenious .
r"~~~ra~mCl.~..hold· band in the panty keeps
matching stockings firmly in ·
place. Without hooks, garters,
buckles or snaps. Without
binding, bulging or gaps. Now
you can be one sleek line of
matching color fr~m wa.ist
to toe.

will be operating from 5: 45 p.m. want to work, then we can defin- .
to midnight, all week and from itely go back to the old hours,''
7-9 a.m. Monday through Friday, said Miss Tucker.
•
according to Penny Tucker, adThe new FM station to KCWS
ministrative assistant of KCWS.
is located on 91.5 on the radio
The reason for this, says Miss dial and broadcasts from PeterTucker, is the lack of students son Hall.
to work in the station. She said
Some of the scheduled prowith the amount of disc-jockeys grams to be aired on the FM
they have now they can't possibly station include a world series
stay on the . afr any longer than theatre of drama for the radio,
.the present number of hours.
an "Urban Confrontation" proLast quarter KCWS, which is gram with Joseph R: Bailer, the
Central's radio station operating · "Al Capp" show and music
on AM and now FM, was operat- ranging from jazz to contemporing .from 7-9 a.m. and 4-midnight ary to even musical productions
Monday through Thursday, Fri- from Hertz Hall.
day 7-9 a.m. and 4 p.m. - 3 a.m.,
Miss Tucker .said winter proSaturday noon - 3 a.m., and grams for KCWS-FM may be
. Sunday noon-midnight.
picked up at the broadcasting
Miss Tucker said one of the station in Peterson Hell or call
reasons for the lack of help is KCWS-FM.
that KCWS is now operating on
a FM frequency and some of the
disc-jockeys have to take shifts
on FM, too.
She said, however, that the
main reason students haven't
come to volunteer is that they're
afraid they won't be any good at
it.
Lack of 'funds has caused conRoger Reynolds, advisor to
struction of a third food service
KCWS, said any student can work
in the SUB to come to a halt
in either KCWS, AM or FM. He
Construction of the C;rnopy
said all they have to do is see Shoppe, as it was to be called,
him in Edison 312 and ask.
began between summer and fall
Reynolds then gives the stuquarters of last year.
dent an exam that when passed
Initially, the Canopy Shoppe
makes the student eligible for a
was intended as a third shortone-year provisional. This proorder food service, but when the
visional allows the student to
idea blossomed into a plush resbroadcast for one year before
tuarant costing $6,000, ASC offithey must go to Seattle and take
cials would not agree to the price
the exam .for the regulation third·estimate.
class FCC license.
According to Bruce Jacobs,
The cost of the provisional
acting assistant director of the
exam is $2.00 and the FCC
SUB, "It' not that the ASC didn't
license costs $3.00.
like the idea; they simply didn't

Construction
in maze halted,
lack of funds

Competence increased
"The purpose of this change
would be to increase the subject
competence of classroom teachers,'' Comstock explained:
A master of arts, a master of
science and a master of education are currently offered in 3S
Both Reynolds and Miss Tuckfields of study here at CWSC. If
er encouraged any interested stuthe MAT title is adopted, it
dents to check with Reynolds.
would be offered in 10 to 12 of
these fields.
Comstock emphasized that
funds for graduate programs are
becoming increasingly scarce and
not many new masters programs
All seniors contemplating gradcan be adopted without a reducuate work should take the Gradtion of funds in other programs.
uate Record Exam, according to
He explained that the Council
Dr. Dale Comstock, dean of
on Higher Education advises the
Graduate Studies.
governor and the state legisla- · · The exam can be -taken at
ture on programs of this sort.
· CWSC on February · 27, but Com"There's always the suspicion
stock emphasized that applicants
with the legislature that anything
should register before Feb. 2.
new will cost money," he exHe said students can write for
plained, "but that's not always
material to the Educational Testtrue."
ing Service, Berkeley.

Grad Record Exam
·set for February

How soon can you get them?
How soon can you get to our
hosiery department? We
have them now.

$2.50 Complete
$1.15for
replacement
. stockings

. . . . . . ~Misir
Panty

'+ Hose

want to put out the necessary
funds."
Previously known as "The
Maze," the area that was to become the Canopy Shoppe is now
being used for · storage until a
more suitable project can be embarked upon.
Two Ellensburg firms, a bank
and a clothing store, are willing
to pay for this area and would
put money into th.e SUB fund,
however, a definite decision has
·not been made.
Ideas from the student body as
to the utilization of this space
should go to a union board
standing committee that has been
formed for this purpose.

ALWAYS

A BASKET!
~
'

I

OF GOOD FOOD
·. ~FOR SPECIAL PRICES
on 25th thru 27 Jan.

2 RANCHBURGERS s1.00
5th &
Ruby

.

normally
~·

.

·:.. /·"Park .:.
Free

59~

ea.

save 18t
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Sims outlines program panel
by Dave Larson
assistant managing editor and
ASC legislator-at-large
Except for Ron Sims, ASC
president, outlining the duties of
the three-student program panel,
nothing but incidental items were
discussed at Monday evening's
ASC meeting.
Ron Sims reported to the legislature that specific duties for
each member of the Social Activities Board had been established. They are as follows:
One member will be in charge
of calling meetings, the Community Concert series, advertising, publicity, entertainment correspondence, the calendar and

would be on Residence Hall
Council.
Another member would be
assigned to dance or stage setup,
bouncers,
performance
payments, the . coffeehouse circuit
and would sit on the Joint Student Fees Committee.
The last member would take
care of all budgetary problems,
the calendar, transportation of
acts, room or pavilion reservation,
campus dance entertainment and
campus activities for students excluding big name entertainment
and dances.
Sims said also that a member
of RHC would be a voting member on the panel and that the

Attitudes on expansion
require 'radical surgery'
"Radical surgery is needed in our
attitudes on economic growth
and expansion if we are not to
endanger our ecological systems," . Dr. Gordon Orians, University of Washington zoologist,
said Tuesday night.
In his presentation, sponsored
by AMEN, Dr. Orians said Americans, living "in a success story
society," must come to. realize
that the world is finite and there
are limits to its capacity to yield
products and its ability to absorb
pollutants.
Dr. Orians touched on the
problem of a professional scientist struggling with his conscience
whether or not to become involved in the sociological and political aspects of the environmental
i~sue.

"People can't expect professionals to bail them out," he said
ill urging the audience to "put
pressure on yo'u r legislatures and
government agencies for action
on environmental issues. ' '
Orians praised Gov. Evans for
his concern with environmental
matters and also lauded the
Washington
Environmental
Council and the League of
Women Voters for their "strong
statements about pollution controls, and conservation which
show they did a lot of work.' '
Orians is a member of the Society for Social Responsibility in
Science, an ad hoc group of the
Association of the Advancement
of Science.

In 1969, he, with other members of the ad hoc group, visited
South Vietnam to observe the
military defoliation program. He
prefaced his remarks on the program and a slide presentation of
damage done to foliage by recapping the development of pesticided and herbicides in the United States.
Accumulations of nitrates from
fertilizers now are showing up in
our drinking water and the
greatest pollution of Lake Erie
comes from fertilizers, Orian
said. The pesticide DDT, Orian
said, has been universally distributed, carried by air currents
and water, and we now can't find
any animals to examine, which
haven't been exposed to it.
"Herbicides," Ori ans said, " are
a spin off from direct military
research and were put into use
in Vietnam without much testing."
In our foriegn policy, Orians
said, "we thought the greatest
threat was from world communism and if we hurt the ecology
in resisting it we weren 't
worried. ''
Defoliation of mangrove swamp
lands, jungles and plant life bordering roads was considered
necessary by the military in Vietnam because of "the war was a
guerrilla type war in which the
enemy soldiers hid in the foliage," Orians explained.

MAKE DEAN'S YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

e
•

Pre-Recorded Tapes
Tape Recorders
Records
Stereos
Needles
Patch Cords, Plugs
and Jacks
Repair Service
TV Rental

DEAN'S
417 N. PEARL

DOWNTOWN

but he wanted the students to be
able to have student entertainment and not the professional's
choices.
Also at the meeting, it was
passed that there would be no
more Retreat Committee. Di
Rennie, on-campus legislator,
gave it a hard fight, but it was
decided that the legislature would
take care of it.
Fred Randle and Joyce Smith,
both off-campus juniors, were
approved as the two new
appointments to Union Board.
The vacancies were created when
two members weren't enrolled in
school this quarter.
A minor hassle arose when
some legislators became disturbed because no mention of the
vacancies was made public, therefore none could apply. It was·
passed with five yeas, four nays
and seven abstentions.

:Soard of Trustees members of
CWSC will discuss a proposed
contract between the Washington
Federation of State Employes and
the college during their meeting
Friday evening on the Central
campus.
The proposed labor contract
and appointments · of faculty for
the 1971-72 academic year will
top the agenda for the trustees.
The public ~ession of the trustees will begin at 8 p.m. in room
123 of Hertz Hall.
Also included among matters to
be before trustees is a proposal
to change the monthly board
meetings from the third to the
second Friday of each month to
more closely coincide with college quarterly schedules.

T:H:E :BON
IVI~~C~ -E
YAKIMA

THIS WEEKEND!

SALE!
..r

very limited group

BRIDAL
GOWNS
Values .to $160

A small, •select
group .of very
beautifol bri·dal gowns

A wedding in your
future? Then don't
miss this
exciting event!
.B ridal Salon, Third Floor

RADIO
&TV
925-182~
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Trustees to
discuss labor
contract Friday

in discontinued sty I es
now at a very
low price.
Al I ore one-of-a-kind.
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professional programmer would
be the non-voting chairman of
the panel.
Sims also outlined the duties
and responsibilities of the professional programmer or the Director of Social Acivities and
Recreations. Those duties are to
supervise operation of the Social
Activities Board.
Also he was to sign and accept
all responsibilities of contracts,
budgetary operations, necessary
work on dances, calendars and
concerts; and budgets, employment, operations and scheduling
of the Recreations program.
.Pete Merrill, on-campus legfslator, asked, ''Do you think that
there will be any problems due
to the fact that he signs and
accepts all responsibilities of
contracts, yet he has no vote."
Sims answered that the professional has the right of appeal,

CAMPUS CRIER -
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Sexy, huh?
Twenty years ago it couldn't have been done.
The lead story on this week's front page tells of the increase of venereal disease at Central. It explains the problems here on campus and as well as the causes and
symptons of the disease.
During the last five · to ten years this society's attitudes
towards sex have changed enough so that to be able to
print a story on venereal disease or even abortion is possible without harsh public reaction.
This is good. A new sexual openness-not permissiveness
or freedom-is growing which will someday end many of
this society's hangups on sex.
Many people have stopped treating the subject of sex and
aspects of it as something dirty. It is becoming a subject
that must be discussed to solve such problems as venereal
disease, unwanted pregnancies, rape and overpopulation.
That's why it is necessary to continue efforts to put more
sex education courses in our public schools. Until a generation grows up that will not be afraid or embarrassed to
discuss and explain all aspects of sex to their children,
sex education in the schools is needed.
In addition, as the president's comission on pornography
recommends, America's laws toward pornograpy should be
liberalized.
This commission has studied the affect of pornography
on the public for several years and has ! reached a decision
that the present laws are, generally, more harmful than
liberalized laws.
Nixon, Agnew, the U.S. Senate and others, though, have
disapproved of this report without even trying to understand it. That was a mistake. The report did have some
valid arguments but was canned before even allowing much
discussion.
What the populace should do now is to contact their
leaders and reeresentative and ask them to at least give
some consideration to the report.
The present laws are not working. The pornography industry is growing and something must be done.
Maybe that commission's report did have a point. Let's
give it a chance.
gl

Why?

"And that was that.
He just packed up and left. No
goodbyes; not nothing. He was
here and then he was gone.
We hadn't done anything to
make him leave. We all have
been doing just what we've always done. Nothing new that
he'd dislike or anything like that.
We just can't figure out why he
left.
It's always been so nice around
here. The same faces; no problems. He knew everybody and
life was so easy. And yet he left.
He even had a good job in the
future. His dad was going to retire soon and he was going to
get to be the manager. Why, th.at
family has had that business for
the last 75 years and it always
goes to the oldest boy when his
father retires.
Yet, with that ahead he just

got up and went. It's hard to
believe. There was security here.
He had his job set and oh, it
was just so good!
Why, this little town has been
here for at least, well, a long
time anyway, and we've never
had anybody come in or leave.
Just us same families all those
years.
Everybody was so close and
friendly. Never any quarrels.
Never any hardships. Everybody
knew what they had to do and
we've always gotten along so
good.
His future looked so bright in
his dad's profession and he knew
all the girls in town. It would
be so easy to choose any of them
for his wife. It's just so perfect
here.
Wonder why he left anyways?"
gl

would be attained only
"slow and difficult effort."

after

Various churches in Ellensburg
are participating in the cause by
having a midnight mass this
Saturday night at Washington
School. Various ministers will
speak at the candlelight service
and all are invited to attend.
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Centralized legislature

World Week of Prayer Scheduled
This week Christian congregations around the world are joining in a ''World Week of Prayer
for Christian Unity.''
The purpose of this week is to
unite people of all religions to
pray for the ecumenical cause.
Pope Paul VI gave his blessing
in prayer Sunday. He then
warned that Christian unity

looks like we'll get a big load at Central.

Yep

Published weekly on Fridays during the
academic year except during examination
weeks and holidays by students of Central
Washington State College. Views expressed
are those of student staff, not necessarily
CWSC. Mail subscription price: $1.00 per
quarter or $3.00 per year, payable Campus
Crier, CWSC, Ellensburg, Washington 98926.
Entered as second class matter at the U.S.
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by Laurel Smith
contributing writer
Probably the most significant
piece of ecology legislation facing
the legislature, according to Rep.
Al Williams, Seattle democrat
and member of the House Committee on Natural Resources, is
Initiative 43, the shorelines protection act.
The initiative maintains that
"the salt water and fresh water
shoreline areas of this state are
held in public trust for all people
of the state and their descendants,
and that they are valuable and
endangered natural resources.''
' How would the act affect the
citizens of Washington?
First, it would require permits
of those who wish to develop
land within 500 feet of the
natural high tide mark of Washington's fresh and salt water
bodies.
These permits would be administered by the Department of
Ecology in conjunction with local
boards after the department had
completed a study of the present
and proposed uses of the salt
water and fresh water shoreline
areas plus the needs of the state's
population. From this the department would devise a comprehensive plan for the use of the
shoreline areas.
Such a development is defined
in the initiative as "any division
of land into two or more parcels,
or such activity as drilling or
filling costing more than $100 in
a year.''
But these restrictions would
neither stop industrial expansion
nor interfere with the devel9pment of single family dwellings
already in existence, according
to Dorothy Morrell, volunteer
lobbiest for the initiative.
"We aren't against industrial
development,'' she said, pointing
out that the initiative requires
that the comprehensive plan shall
include an economic development element for the location and

design of industries, tourist facilities and commerce.
But it shall also include conservation, recreation, public access
and historic, cultural, scientific
and educational elements.
For the first time, the real
decision-making power goes to
the little guy, she explained.
If Initiative 43 passes into law
an individual will be able to
bring suit against an offender
such as a plant or mill polluting
a river.
"Now," she continued, "if the
government doesn't close the
Tacoma smelter, for example,
there is little the private citizen
can do about it."
Further controls are built in.
The director of the Department
of Ecology would divide the state
into seven or more regions, reflecting the geography of the
river basins and shorelines. Each
region would have a citizens'
council which would advise the
department about the comprehensive plan. Each council would
consist of more than 30 members, appointees of the governor,
a majority of whom are not
employed by the city or county.
"There is a double veto system in this piece of legislation,''
said Mrs. Morrell. "If the local
government doesn't want the
development, the planning commission isn't forced to accept it.
Nothing happens until an agreement is reached."
Protects local people
"In other words, it results in
protection of local people: local
governments cannot shove a project down their throats; the state
cannot make them accept something they don't want."
The idea to issue permits is
patterned after the San Francisco
Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC), a
large regional organization which
dispenses permits for developments within 100 feet of the bay.

"It seems to be working well
there," she said. "Permits are
usually granted."
Mrs. Morrell feels the act
would make developers more
responsible to the citizens, because they would then have to
prove their projects were not
detrimental in the long run. All
their studies would be a matter
of public record. This is not now
the case.
She cited the Atlantic-Richfield
pier project at Cherry Point.
They maintain that their pier is
resilient and will withstand almost any collision. However, they
will not present their test results
for public examination, Mrs.
Morrell claimed.
Mrs. Morrell pointed out that
single families which already own
shoreline land would be exclused
from the act and therefore would
not feel the bureaucratic pinch,
a charge of those who oppose
the act.
She further explained that the
comprehensive plan would be
administered by an already existing bureau, the Department of
Ecology, so that a new government agency would not have to
be set up.
Can't be "hung-up"
Because the act has been presented in initiative form rather
than as a bill, it cannot be "hung
up" in committee. Therefore it is
guaranteed an airmg, in this
legislative session. And if it does
not pass, it will be presented to
the voters in the next general
election because it is an initiative.
"Lending companies are now
reluctant to loan money to build
within 500 feet of the ordinary
high tide line," said Mrs. Morrell,
"So we may have inadvertently
created a two-year moratorium."
This would have the practical
result of keeping shoreline expansion to a minimum until the
next general election.
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Present Cuban society liberates women
by Ann Montague
contributing writer
Women and the Cuban Revolution provides an insight into- what
society is capable of doing to
liberate women-provided that the
society is not controlled by persons who benefit from their
oppression.
In spite of the fact that Cuba
is still an underdeveloped country,
free child care is provided for all
children over the age of forty-five
days.
Women are actively encouraged
to enter production (there is
preferential hiring of women) ,
education (almost half of the
university students are now
women), and politics (women
constitute more than half of the
membership of the Union of
Young Communists).
Reading Castro's speeches and
Jenness's eyewitness descriptions
inevitably makes one ask the
question: Why cannot a far richer
country lil{e the United . States
accomplish as much in this field
as Cuba? The inevitable answer
to this question is: Capitalism.
The development and rapid

growth of the Women's Liberation movement 'in the United
States indicates the depth of the
current radicalization. Waters
writes in The ~olitics of Women's
Liberation Today: "Struggle . by
women . . . for an end to the
various forms of oppression under
which they live, has been an integral part of every period of radirevolutionary upcalization
heaval since the beginning of the
bourgeois revolutions."
Previously the rebellion of
women has usually occurred in
the final stages of revolutionary
upheaval.
This has occurred because of
the great depth of women's
oppression. Her oppression is
rationalized, justified, and glorified by all the lies and myths
perpetrated by religion, history,
sociology, psychology, biology,
and tradition. This does not include the ruling class which benefits most from that oppression.
Waters explains that the best
basis on which to organize
women is through broad, nonfactional formations which can
involve masses of women around

Issac Hayes
'raps'by Dana
on Divens
love

or

Our readers \¥rite
Jewish Dinner Nauseating
To the Editor:
What was the reason for the
outrageous "dinner" served at
Holmes Dining HaJl the evening
of Monday, Nov. 30?
It may have taken several days
to digest some of the meals here,
but I have managed, one way or
another, to get them down to my
stomach. I couldn't even do that
with Monday's "dinner".
Please allow me to review the
"dinner". I entered the west side
of the dining hall at 5: 30 and
there was a line. (Apparently no
one had told the poor. souls waitin line that they might as well
call Campus-U-Tote-Em.) The
food selection was the poorest
I've ever seen it here.
The ''dinner'' consisted of a
Jewish dinner, whatever that is
supposed to be. Now, understand
Editor, I have absolutely nothing
against Jews, but that "dinner"
wasn't even fit for something
crawling .out of the Ganges.
I don't particularly care for
chicken, but when it is served,
I at least expect it to be cooked
to some extent. I don't relish the
idea of the chicken squawking
when a fork is jabbed in to it.
The dining hall could have at
least offered tuna fish sandwiches as an alternative to the
Jewish dinner.
The ice cream case was lock-

demands involving their right to
equal job opportunities and
equal pay, free day care centers,
and free abortion on demand.

ed at 5: 35, with a good supply
of ice cream left in it. Perhaps
this isn't the season for ice
cream, but it's better than very
dry pumpkin cake, which was
the only other dessert offered,
and without frosting yet!
As if this wasn't bad enough,
there wasn't even any bread!
I thought the school was supposed to have nutritions on duty.
If there are nutritions "working",
what do they do? Do they count
the calories in the 2 percent
milk?
Or perhaps they use their · time
more wisely by making sure
everyone takes a good helping of
jello? at any rate, there are far
too many starches with the
"meals".
When I walked out of the dining hall, I expect to be at least
half way satisfied with the
"meal". Instead, I walk, or rather
stumble out, feeling fully bloated; not full, BLOATED!
As long as I'm on my soap
box, I might ask you .if a flock
of chickens fell into the Ganges
this quarter? In other words,
why is chicken served so often?
Does the school get a super
discount on a truckload of
chickens?
I would like to hear your explanations of these things. I am
eagerly awaiting your reply.
Tom Vierling

LEAGUES NOW FORMING
Meeting Sunday, Jan. 24 at 5 p.m.
Interested? Stop in.

203 DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS
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Hit seems to follow hit as Issac
Hayes raps on about love and
man. A man deep into that soul
thing is Issac Hayes.
Emitting feelings, vibrations,
emotions "To Be Continued ... "
of. course. How does one stop
the life stream of one so deep
into his own thing. Issac Hayes
seems to have been cut deep into
the grooves of this album.
How does one separate the man
from the love expressed in "Ike's
Rap"; it's a mean thing as Ike
slips into "Our Day Will Come
(And We'll Have Everything)."
It's a tale of love-the love of
a man for ·a woman. This album
is a love affair.
From the ecstacy of ''The Look
of Love" to the total despair in
"You've Lost That Loving Feeling," Issac Hayes is on fire, on
fire with a seering flame, erupting from within, bursting to light
the world.
This is the essence of soul.
Is Issac Hayes "To Be Continued?" Why, of course.

Porter into •real thing'
by Dana Divens
David Porter is into a real
thing.
He starts out with ''Being Too
Real To Live a Lie" and goes on
to communicate how he is the
"Grocery Man" when it comes to
love.
David Porter is the "Grocery
Man" when it comes to sounds
of soul.
When Porter raps in 11 minutes 11 seconds on the side titled
"Thing on Sloopy," it is not the
traditional boy-meets-girl story. No! It is the real thing.
Full of love and full of soul.
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Notes from the Doc
by Karl Wickerath, M.D.
Director, Student Health Service
The
problem
occasionally
arises that a sick · or injured
student needs transportation to
the Health Center.
When transportaion is required,
phone the Health Center at
963-1881, identify yourself, and
state the problem. A doctor or
nurse will determine the type of
transportation required and arrange for it.
When an ambulance is called,
the student will be expected to
pay the cost, which amounts to
$25 at the present time.
Deodorants
In the last few months, feminine hygiene deodorant sprays
have become widely advertised
and sold.
Because these are legally classified as cosmetic agents the
manufacturers are not required to
provide proof of safety or efficiency under the Federal Food;
Drug and Cosmetic Act.
They also do not need to reveal
the chemical ingredients.
A major cause of disagreeable
odor on any part of the body is
bacterial action on sweat secretions. Closely-fitting underwear
or pantyhose may aggravate this
problem by encouraging retention
of sweat and allowing fungi and
bacteria to multiply on the skin.
This can be controlled by frequent washing of the area with
soap and water.

that they be used cautiously, if
at all. The following is an excerpt
from a recent edition of the Medical Letter on Drugs and Therapeutics:
"Feminine hygiene deodorant
sprays are capable of causing
adverse reactions. Label disclosure of components capable of
causing hypersensitivity reactions
or primary irritation would be
helpful.
It is unlikely that commercial
deodorant
feminine
hygiene
sprays are as effective as soap
and water in promoting a hygienic and odor-free external
genital surface."

Service Without
A Service
Charge
Airline & Railroad

Irritation
We have seen cases of irritation of the genital area in girls
using feminine hygiene deodorant sprays and would suggest

HAVING-OR PLANNING A BABY?
take this course in

NATURAL CHILDBIRTH
$1.50 basic course

$3.00 year membership

Films on labour and delivery.
Information on Nutrition, Breast-Feeding
Labour Techniques & the Newborn at home.

Every Thursday at ·7:30 p.m. Grupe Conference Center
Ca II Ann Hedge 963-1881 for deta i Is.

tEallp

0

RESTAURANT
OPEN 'TIL 2 a.m.
Serving Smorgasbord
Noon and Evening
-ALSOSteak - Seafood
and Your Favorite Sandwich

hour· minimum

Open Daily 1 p.m. • 12 Midnight

s .

V
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RACK'NCUE

, ·,·' · ·', ~-3 'Blocks East of.campus on_10lh
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Featuring the Ne\¥
BUGLE ROOM
. Only Washington State Liquor ,Cards· Accepted

·In the Plaza.,, Across horn Lind .Science Hall
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You're a Good Man Charlie Brown'
ASC presents
Broadway play

The
Broadway
production
"You' re a Good Man Charlie
Brown' ' will be presented a
CWSC Sat., Jan. 23.
The production will be staged
in McConnell Auditorium, with
two performances, 2: 30 and 8: 30
p.m.
The play is based on the book
by John Gordon, "You're a Good
Man," with lyrics and music by
Clark Gesner.
Critics have called the production the life of the scapegoat
Charlie Brown a "delightful musical that can turn bad moods into good moods."
Included in the presentation
are the comic strip characters
Charlie Brown, Lucy, Linus,
Snoopy, Schroeder and Patty.
The ASC is sponsoring the
Ellensburg appearance of the
play. Admission will be $3. A.dvance tickets are on sale in the
Student Union Building information booth.
CWSC SUMMER FACULTY
FELLOWSHIPS
The Faculty Research Committee has established six competitive Summer Faculty Fellowships
to assist summer faculty members, who will be teaching less
than full time, with their research
creative and scholarly projects.
For descriptive guidelines and
applications contact Dr. Robert
E. Krebs. Deadline for applications is Feb. 1.
IDENTIFICATION CARDS
All full-time college employees
are issued blue plastic identification cards. Everyone is encouraged to demand this card to be
shown if there is any doubt
about any person's business in
any college buildings. To further
assist and expedite identification
of Physical Plant personnel,
name tags are being prepared.
However, this should not inhibit
a request to see the college
identification card.

(Editor's note - The following
article was published in the
Seattle Times on Wednesday,
Jan. 6.)
by Ed Baker
"You're .a Good Man, Charlie
Brown," which opened last night
at the Moore Theater, is a good
little show: Low-pressure, lighthearted, packed with chuckles.
In other words, it shares characteristics with the minor masterpiece on which it is based:
Charles M. Schulz' comic strip,
Peanuts.
The stage show's book by John
Gordon emerges not so much as
a play but as a series of Blackouts-a staged comic strip-with
incidental music. Faithful to the
original, " You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown" succeeds quite
well in capturing the essence of
the Schulz characters and should,
therefore, please Peanuts fans.
It is, in addition, a rarity among
stage shows - an ent~rtainment

LIKE OTHER SPRINGOFFS
from the Peanuts strip, "You're a
Good Man, Charlie Brown" has
prospered. The revue opened off
Broadway in spring of 1967 and
still is running in New York.
The staging is effectively
simple. The stage properties are
wooden constructions, adapted to
the various uses of the many
vignettes. One wooden block
doubles as a TV set and as Lucy's
consultation booth when she sets
up shop as a psychiatrist at a
nickel a solution. Snoopy's dog
house, of course, is anything that
remarkable creature wishes it to

be, a launching pad for the brash
Beagle's flights to glory.
Clark Gesner's score, like the
total production, is low-key and
workable. Only two songs - the
title tune and "Happiness" - are
catchy enough to stay with the
listener after he leaves the
theater. Most of the other numbers are similar to opera recitative, underlining the characters
rather than calling attention to
the music itself.
A percussionist , William
Hughes, is the orchestra.
THE SIX YOUTHFUL actors
in the touring company seem to
love their jobs, and their enthusiasm is a major asset. Richard
Whelan's expertly halting delivery makes him a winner as
Charlie Brown, the perpetual
loser. Vic Vail (Linus) Marylu
Moyer (Patty) and Dennis Phillips
(Schroeder) handle their roles
adequately.
As Lucy, Cathy Wallace is more
than adequate. Bellowing a lyric

or quietly intimidating Linus and
Charlie Brown, Miss Wallace has
a fine time as the uncontested
champion of fussbudgetry .
It is -Snoopy, however, who
steals the show, as he often does
in other Peanuts adventures.
Grant Cowan does not attempt
an exact imitation of a dog. That
would be a gross mistake, for
Snoopy is not your typical backyard dog; he is whatever he
wants to be. At first glance, the
viewer may think there is no way
an actor in a white sweater can
be Snoopy. Yet Cowan manages
to become Snoopy, and his hymn
to his dog dish, in a number
called " Suppertime," is a_ vocal
and choreographic show-stopper.
He even warmed up the patrons seated in the front of the
house last night-a job not done
by the theater's heating system .
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown, " presented here by Northwest Releasing, will continue at
The Moore through January 16.

Crisis line handled 696 calls since inception
by Kylie Fish
Crisis Line volunteers, along
with potential volunteers and
others just interested in learning
about Crisis Line, met Tuesday
night to discuss the past achievements, present situation and
·future developments of the Crisis
Line service.
After opening the comfortably
informal meeting, Crisis Line DireGtor, the Rev. Peter Hagel presented a brief summary of a statistical report on Crisis Line calls
through December, 1970.
696 Cases
Since the beginning of Crisis
Line service on April 1, 1970,
there have ·been 696 cases handled. Of the 696 calls received
250 have been referred to other
agencies for further information.
Ninety-five percent of the calls
came from the CWSC campus.
The calls were evenly split be. tween males and females.
The major areas of concern as
far as number of calls received
were 1) general information; 2)
pregnancy and/or abortion; 3)
contraception; 4) Crisis Line; 5)

Now App·e aring

Gene Hall

* Singer
* Guitarist

Plucking his electric guitar with a classical technique,
GENE HALL comes up with some of the best modern
sounds this area has ever heard. -

CABOOSE ROOM
MON.- SAT.

suitable for the entire family.
The - sizable audience last night
included many moppets. However, parents of children not used
to late bedtimes would be well
advised to take them to a matinee.
Even with an 8 o'Clock curtain
and a short show (less than two
hours) , the very young might get
very restless by 10 p.m.

8:30-1:30

courtship; and 6) drugs.
"There were many, many more
calls about other concerns,"
Father Hagel explained, "but
these were the main areas of
concentration."
Ninety to ninety-five percent of
the callers remained anonymous.
The caller's right to anonymity
is a basic principle in Crisis Line
policy. The Crisis Line objective
is to help those with problems.
·Volunteers achieve this end by
establishing a trust-confidence
relationship with those calling.
Calls are never traced unless a
life-death situation is involved.
The records of Crisis Line calls
are confidential. Only a subpoena
from a court would permit anyone other than Crisis Line volunteers to view the call records.
Question period
A general comment and question period followed Father
Hagel's report. During that time
the volunteers discussed their
responsibilities both to their
callers and to one another.
The necessity for efficient communication of information among
the Crisis Line volunteers was
concluded to be of major importance.
Scott Hammond, a representative of Open House then spoke
to the meeting about 'the services
offered by Open House.
He talked of the referral possibilities of Open House for Crisis
Line callers with such problems
as needing a crash pad, needing
immediate person-to-person help
or needing information on drugs.
Crisis Line is, in many cases, a

referral agency. Although volun-·
teers are there to listen to the
problems of callers and to "talk
those problems out" when possible, Crisis Line maintains a file
of the latest information on the
various agencies providing means
and aid for solutions to larger
scale problems.
Before closing the meeting
Father Hagel explained that the
requirements for becoming a
Crisis Line volunteer are that
the applicant be at least 18 years
old and plan on being in Ellensburg for at least one year after
his training.
He said also that Crisis Line
volunteer-trainers are developing
a new approach to training sessions. Previous training sessions
have been organized around large
groups of trainees.
The trainers hope, depending
upon the number of applicants,
to arrange future training ses-

sions so no more than 10 to 15
trainees will meet at one time.
Crisis Line training sessions are
divided into eight phases. Beginning with a general orientation
and communication skills the
trainee goes through a sensitivity
phase, a crisis intervention phase,
a medical training phase, a legal
training phase, and a drug .understanding phase.
He is then taught the policies
and responsibilities of Crisis Line
and the office procedures ,of the
Crisis Line office. Each phase is
directed by a trainer experienced
with Crisis Line and an expert in
his own respective field.
Problems have been recently
encountered with the wooden
doors recently installed in Student Village Phase II.
Some doors are warped in,
some have warped out. Other
doors have shrunken in their casings while some have expanded.

Send the Crier to a friend or relative
Mai I this coupon to the Campus Crier,
CWSC, Ellensburg, Wn. along with
$1.00 for one quarter or $3.00 for one
year subscription. Make check payable
to Campus Crier.

Send Crier to:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

•
Vacation 1n

STATE _ _ ZIP

H~V#aii

this spring •

M arch 20 - 27, 1971
A Special CWSC Charter Flight will let you vacat ion in
Hawaii thi s spri ng .
Air Fa re - $111.00
Hotel Pa c kages - Off beach budget - $55.00
.
Tiki (off beach, modest, with kitchen) $6 5. 00
Moana (first class beach ) $82. 00
Surfrider (del uxe beach) $105.00
Application Forms in - ASC Office
Dean of Educatio n
Department of Education
Dr. Crum (Black No. 7)

SOUTH INTERCHANGE

SPACE LIMITED - APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED
ON A FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIC. ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION: J. WESLEY CRUM, 963-1661.

;

ON STAGE ·TWO SHOWS
•A SMALL MIRACLE.
EXPLOSIVELY FUNNY.
UTTERLY WINNING.'
- WALTER KERR,
· N. Y. TIMES

"FRESHLV DELIGHTFUL. ·
A CONTINUOUS
PLEASURE. FUN
AND CHARM ABOUND.'
-RICHARD WATTS# JR.
N.Y. POST

. "ONE OF THE GAYEST
AND WISEST
·ENTERTAINMENTS·IN
TOWN.. -EMOR'l lEWIS,

•A TOTAL DELIGHT.'
-THE NEW YORKER

MAGAZINE

CUE

Saturday, January 23, 1971

2:30 and 8:00 p.m.

Tickets on sale at S.U.B. Ticket Booth and at the door.

McConnell Auditorium
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Selective Service officials have
announced that registrees in the
1971 First Priority Selection
Group with lottery numbers 100
and below would be eligible for
induction in Jan. 1971.
The Selective- Service also announced that lottery number 100
is expected to remain the ceiling
for the next several months.
The first priority group is made
of those who reached the age of
19 during 1970 and received
numbers in the June 1970 drawing. Those who received exemptions or deferrments are not included.
The officials pointed out that
the number 100 ceiling does not
apply to those who received
their numbers during the 1970
drawing.
These men will be eligible for
induction in the first three
months of 1971. Under Selective
Service policy, these men will be
called ahead of the 1971 pool.

1920 WaS quife a year'

by Doug Carver
1920 was quite _a year. Prohibition was just beginning, President Wilson was on the way . out,
large corporations were beginning
to envelop ·the small businessman, unions were still trying to
walk, the average American was
in a period of vast change in his
life, and life style.
This was also the year that the
American Civil Liberties Union
was formed by a group of
"radical" lawyers.
During the 20's they fought the
deportation of aliens charged
with "subversion" without due
process and turned back assaults
on the rights of textile strikers
to assemble.
In the 30's the ACLU supported
the right of a conscientious objector to be naturalized, and won
the "Ulysses" censorship case.
In the 40's and 50's the Union
defended the right of Jehovah's
Witness to refuse to salute the
flag and sell literature without
licenses.

Ecumenical Film Series

11

A Time for Burning"

Tuesday, Jan. 26 - 8 p.m. - SUB 206
A powerful portrait of the American conscience struggling with the tensions created by the Country's revolution in racial relationships. This is a dramatic documentary of real people - the members of an all-white, middle-class Lutheran
congregation in Omaha, Nebraska, the inhabitants of Omaha's black ghetto, and
the young postor. who attempts to build a bridge of understanding between the
two races. Produced by Wm. C. Jersey (Quest Productions) for Lutheran Film
Associates.

They engaged in running battles involving the "LoyaltySecurity" program and other
public and private witch-hunts
now remembered under the general heading of "McCarthyism".
As the ACLU entered the 60's
1t became entrenched in the
struggle to preserve Americans'
rights. They launched the civil
rights revolution by defending
"sit-ins" and "freedom-riders."
Academic guidelines
They mounted large-scale legal
defense for all forms of nonviolent expression and developed
guidelines on academic freedom
for student and faculty rights.
As the 60's ended the ACLU
found itself in the spotlight and
consequently more people joined.
In Washington alone there are
24 chapters.
Here in Ellensburg we are
represented by the Kittitas County ACLU. The executive chairman
of the chapter is Dr. Virgil Olson
(head of the sociology dept.).
Vice chairman is Norm Best;
treasurer, Colin Condit; secretary,
Charles McGehee; and Charles
Nadler is the state board representative.
Dr. Olson stated that the local
ACLU has proven to be helpful
and effective here in Ellensburg.
Though many improvements need
to be made in students' rights,
legal battles have been won.
Mrs. Donna Crinklaw was
evicted from her home in Ellensburg' s public housing area after
a fire gutted her home. An extra
twenty dollars for electric service

was demanded of her during this
time.
With help from the Kittitas
County ACLU, Mrs. Crinklaw
was able to get the money refunded to her. When asked why
she was being charged more
deposit than others, Mrs. Crinklaw was told by a representative
of the city "not to be so dense."
Bright future
There seems to be a bright
future for the local chapter in
Ellensburg if enough town citizens and students take part in
helping the Union to fight for
people's civil rights.
If anyone is interested in any
further information about the
ACLU, he should contact Dr.
Olson in the sociology department, Lind Hall.

PAC work to be
highlighted
on Channel 10
The student Political Action
Committe and its work at Olympia will be the- subject of "College Conversations" Thurs., Jan.
28, at 8 p.m. on Channel 10
Videocable.
The Political Action Committee is an arm of the Associated
Students of Central and was
created to work for students objectives in state government.
Several Central students are in
Olympia during the current legislative session. Several other state
colleges and universities are also
involved in the program.

Air Force only
military here
Central hosts a 2-year Air
Force ROTC program. This is the
only military service program
presently on the campus. It is a
purely volunteer program and
requires enrollment during the
.junior and senior year.
. Freshman, sophomores and
transfer students are encouraged
to inquire regarding the requirements for entering the AFROTC
Studies. Successful completion of
the required curricula, plus
award of the Baccalaurete degree, allows an individual to be
commissioned a Second Lieutenant in the AF Reserve.
A mandatory four to six year
active duty period begins within
90 days after commissioning.
Non-fliers incur a four year
active duty commitment; fliers
incur a six year active duty commitment, which includes a year
of fl~ing training.
As previously indicated, entering the AFROTC at CWSC requires the applicant to have at
least six academic quarters to be
completed before graduation.
Prior to that, however, an applicant must pass a written examination, a physical examination at
an Air Force Base and attend a
six week summer camp at an Air
Force Base.
It is for these reasons that it
is recommended that any student
at CWSC who is interested in becoming an officer in the United
States Air Force, contact the
AFROTC staff as soon as possible after entering the college.

VD increases on campus
Call anywhere
in this small area

for

3-minute station-to-station call after 5 p.m. Taxes not included.

0

Ellensburg Telephone Co.

Continued from page 1
venereal disease that can be contracted by both the female and
the male, although the male
shows no symptoms. The female
may detect a greenish-watery
discharge from the vagina. The
chief symptom is itching. This
disease is caused by a one-cell
organism.
Anytime a discharge of any
form is noticed the problem
should be referred to a doctor.
Discharges may not always mean
VD, but they always indicate the
need for treatment.
Dr. Simmons hoped to clear a
couple of rumors. One is that
blindness can be caused by untreated venereal disease. He says
that this is not normally true of
either gonorrhea of syphilis.
Gonorrhea can lead to severe
arthritis and the deterioration of
some vital organs, according to
Mrs. Erickson.
Syphilis, commonly known as
the "great imitator" because it
can have the symptoms of many
other diseases, can cause heart
trouble and trouble with the
central nervous system.
A baby may be born blind or
malformed in other ways if his
mother had a venereal disease
during pregnancy.
The other rumor that Dr. Simmons hoped to clear up was

NOW IN PROGRESS-

about the strains of VD coming
from Vietnam veterans being
incurable.
He noted that some VD on the
West Coast is resistant to penicillin treatment. This resistance
might be caused by strains
brought from the orient. But
these strains can be effectively
combatted with the use of tetracycline.
Dr. Simmons sites "human behavior as too unpredictable in
intimate situations." Since humans likely are not to halt the
activities which lead to the passing of VD and of causing pregnancy, then they should be aware
of the consequences. "It is irresponsible for anyone who thinks
he has VD not to be treated,"
says Dr. Simmons.
Free treatment
The treatment is free. The only
cost is a small charge for the
medication.
If students want more information about VD, Dr. Simmons
said that he might schedule
some more dorm sessions with
out-of-town physicians. Again, if
students are interested there are
movies that can be scheduled to
be shown on the subject.
Dr. Simmons says that the
problem is potentially serious
and that it is more likely to increase with spring.
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Meditation. club use_s Maharishi's techniques

. by Dave La~son d.
Phbys10logKy . Dh epwartlml ent byd Drt. whLen tm thekawtake state. 1 1 t
Ro ert
e1t
a ace, an a
as wee a a genera ec ure
assistant managmg e 1tor
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.
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A new and recognized club
Stanford Research Institute y Robert Doane exp ame t at t e
· K 11 k
h ·
·
t·10
known as the Student lnternaDametri P · ane a os.
te~, mque imdproves ac d .nt. t'
.
Fourth State?
Transcen ~nta1 ~e 1 a wn is
tional Meditation Society (SIMS)
has created a number of quesThese schools have shown the
~ means ~or .~mprovmg ~he .~ualtions on campus for the past year
ity of actwn, Doane said. One
possibility of a fourth state of
does not meditate for the sake
SIMS l·s an i'nternat1'onal ' non:consciousness. The other mental
. . b f
h ·
of med~tat~~n ;::- o~ ~.le im{.r?tve~.
profit, educational organization
and physiological states being the
h
d
ment 0 ac 10n. ru hai Y acd.1tv1t.Y·
that is established on over 350
After learnmg t e me 1 a IOn
colleges and universities across
awake state, t e s1eep or reaming state, and the deep sleep
process, most people express
the Unl.ted States .
state
.
.
.
The purpose of the club is to
· fourth state of conscioustheir happmess with the process.
This
spread the technique known as
ness can be described as restful
Finds hope
transcendental medi~ati.on (TM)
alertness. When one transcends
Mary Manning, Student Vilas t.aught by Maharishi Mahesh
to the fourth state his body gains
lage junior, said, "I've learned
Yog1.
a rest much deeper than the deep
hope. Hope not only for myself,.
Robert Doane, who was persleep state.
but for the whole world. I'm on
~onall~ t:ained by the Maharishi
Also the heart and respiration
the threshold, the beginning, and
m India, is the club lecturer.
slows down while they are
just anticipating so much more
to come."
Description
simultaneously alert such as
Transcendental meditation is
described as a simple systematic
technique which takes the atten- _
tion naturally from the ordinary
females to 200 high-school girls.
If you're a male undergraduate
thinking level to the source of
who admires girls with full
All the faces were exactly the
thought - the reservoir of energy
figures, but slender legs, you're - same, but the figures varied in
and intelligence.
probably a campus swinger.
the size of their busts, hips and
This automatically results in
If a hefty girl with ample legs
legs.
the expanding of the conscious
appeals to you, chances are
Few of the girls could pick out
- mind and full mental potential
you're a loser in the college ena figure similar to their own. The
begins to be used in thought and
prettier the high-school girl's face
vironment.
action, advocates claim.
A preferance . for a moderate
was, the less able she was to
It is to help the individual exbuild may mark you as an acamatch a drawing to her own
pand his mind, develop his creademic ascetic-conformist, abfigure.
tive intelligence and make use
Older teenagers with pretty
stentious,
generous,
non-selfof his full potential in studies,
faces were particularly apt to
seeking.
career and recreation.
Three 1 University of Illinois
think their figure was better than
Anyone who practices TM beit really w'as.
psychologists, Jerry Wiggins, his
gins to feel better: his mind is
wife Nancy, and Judith Conger
clearer; he is more stable; he is
Cohen, reached these conclusions
happier; and practitioners mainAn article accepted for publiafter showing silhouettes of diftain he begins to do better in
cation by Analytica Chimica Acta
ferent female figures to 95 unanything he undertakes.
entitled ''Electro-chemical Deterdergraduates.
Other levels
mination of Diffusion Coefficients
Undergraduates with certain
of Some Polynuclear Copper (II)
It is a mental and physiological personality traits as revealed on
and Iron (III) _ Complexes," is
psychological
tests
experience. The meditator learns standard
Jerry
Jones,
authored
by
how to go into more subtle levels tended to pick a certain type of
chemistry.
figure as their favorite.
of thought before he attains a
source of infinite thought.
The results of the study appear
This source of thought is an in "Who's Beautiful to Whominexhaustible reservoir of energy and Why?" in the -January issue
and intelligence.
of SCIENCE DIGEST.
Medical research
A group called "The Winners"
From a medical standpoint, by the psychologists perfers an
the physical state attained dur- ample bust, moderate to small
mid-section and moderate legs,
ing meditation is quite dramatic.
The whole system is brought to an only slightly different configcomplete rest, deeper than that uration than that admired by
"The Swingers."
of a deep sleep.
In a similar study, Psychologist
Research on meditation is being done at Harvard Medical Nancy Minahan of Wisconsin
School under the direction of Dr. State University showed threeHerbert Benson, at the UCLA quarter profile drawings of

"I've learned peace and hap piness and personal contentment
.
It's something that can fill the
· capacity of greater love for
people and for everything in the
universe," Miss Manning continued
.
Nick Parsons, Meisner junior,
said, "It is nice. My grades .have
improved. I feel more relaxed."
To date there are approximate1Y 300,000 people around the
world . who meditate and _._a_bout
75,000 of those are from the U.S.
TM course
The Science of Creative Intelligence, which deals with the technique of TM is now a fully
accredited course at major universities across the country such
as Dartmouth, Stanford, - Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley,
M'
. M' h'
C
d
lSSOUrI,
IC 1gan,
0 1ora 0,
dS
t St t
an acramen o a e.
It will also be offered at the
University of Washington this
spring. At Rumbolt State College
· N rth
c rr · ·t ·n be
mff od em a I forn1a, I WI .
o ere as a our-year maJor
degree course this fall.
Robert Doane said, "It's not a
t h ·
f
t f
ec tmque t' o codnce.nt rad ion ort
con emp1a ion an 1
oes no
· 1ve hypnos1s
· or any fonn of
mvo
auto-suggestion. It also is not a
form of religion. It is a simple,
sygtematic process to improve
daily activity."
Doane will be giving the second
general lecture Thursday, Jan. 28,
at 3 p.m. in SUB 205 and at 8
p.m. in Fine Arts Building 116.

Slender legs mark •campus swinger'

JIM'S TV
SERVICING ALL MAKES. TV, STERE_OS,
TAPE RECORDERS, CAR T_APE PLAYERS,
CB UNITS AND 2-WA Y RADIOS.
SALES OF MOTOROLA AND HITACHI PRODUCTS.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
925-6270

6th & MAIN

CALL 925-9861 for FREE
HOME OR DORM DELIVERY
5-12 MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK

Bellingham aluminum company sued
on charges of pollution violation
In a recent edition of the
SCOPE (Student Council on Pollution and Environment) newsletter, it is reported that the
Intalco Aluminum Company has
been charged with extensive
aluminum silicate and fluoride
pollution in the Bellingham area.
In the first of two charges,
the company was sued for
$650,000 as a result of alledged
pollution causing disease to animals and plants.
Prior to the fluoride poisoning
incident, the company was
charged with dumping wastes in
the Strait of Georgia.

The company reported that this
was necessary to replace a filter
in the pipe that had been corroded by the wastes. Thousands
of tons of wastes were dumped
in the one month that was required for the repair.
As a result, the company was
charged because of violation of
the law and was fined.
Attending a seminar on International Communication at Michigan State University at East
Lansing Jan. 24-30 will be M. C.
Bicchieri, anthropology chairman.

TJflS WEEK'S ·
SPECIAL

POOR BOYS
16 different
1

49~

varieties

Featuring the best burgers in town'

A&W

Near Campus at
9th & Euclid

and

Big J A&W 1003 S Main
Featuring inside dining

STOREWIDE ·cLEARANCE SALE
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Com position clinic seeks to alleviate frustrated writer's hang-ups
If you need help in writing a
paper or if you're frustrated because you just can't seem to be
able to express yourself in writing, the composition clinic can
help you solve your writing hangups.
This composition clinic is located on the first floor of the
Language and Literature Building and is open from 8 to 5
weekdays, according to Dr. D.W.
Cummings, director of the clinic.

Writing problems
The clinic, said Dr. Cummings,
has been in progress for four

years to basically help people
with any writing problems they
might have.
He said that they get most of
their students from either referrals or volunteers.
Dr. Cummings said these referrals usually come from three
areas: 1) admissions (young people who transferred with a D or
equivalent in English 301), 2)
general faculty (professors can
refer a student if they've noticed
this student has a serious writing
problem) and 3) English composition courses (if the students are
. h
h ·
bl
· th · E
avmg pro ems m eir ng1is

.........................................................

composition course, then the instructor will refer the student to
the clinic for additional help
while taking the course).
Dr. Cummings added that vol. · for
unteers come into the c l1mc
a variety of reasons but a lot of
·
teacher education students do
come in for help when they've
failed their English usage qualifying exam for the teacher-education program.
"On this score we have a 100%
batting average," he added.
Help given
Help, he said, is given on a
one to one basis at the clinic by

four graduate assistants and
some undergraduate tutors who
are either. English or language
arts majors.
He said that the general idea
1·s to try to keep the students
wri·t1·ng on something they can
use in a class that they are
taking.
He said the two major reasons
why students have problems with
their writing is that they haven't
had enough practice in expressing themselves and the students
themselves very often have been
over-corrected and intimidated
with a red pencil just waiting to

slash everything apart.
"People just don't like to have
their mistakes pointed out to
them all the time," he added.
"We try to work directly on
these two things. We also add
massive amounts of tender loving care."
He said that the composition
clinic is never really hurting for
students although the enrollment
is now down a little.
Dr. Cummings encourages all
students who need any kind of
advice or tutoring at all to drop
by the clinic .

Radio. opportunities are numerous
inOpportunities
fieldsareofexcellent
'ham'
communications
for forming a "ham" radio operators'

.FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
AND DOMESTIC
r.

I
! Firstbank Card
I

welcome here

~--•
INDEPENDENT AUTO
REPAIR
925-5539
603 N. Main

persons who are interested in
going into the radio communications field and becoming "ham"
operators, according to Jerry
Brunner.
Brunner, Central assistant professor of technology and industrial
education, first got started with
radio communications in 1955
while he was a college electr011ics
teacher.
Now he is in charge of the college
"ham" station apd is quick to point
out the good facilities and opportunities available to students.
''Students can use the college
statio.ry if they have an FCC license
and they also have the chance to"
build antennas or other radio
equipment for their own stations in
some of the classes. offered," he
said.
Interest has been expressed in

Hawaiian vacation
offered for spring
The Education Department is
offering a spring vacation tour
in Hawaii via a special CWSC
charter flight. Eligibility for the
tour is based on employment and
at
Central. '
student
status
Spouses and dependents are also
eligible.
The tour will leave Sea-Tac
Airport on Mar. 20 and will return on Mar. 28.
Cost for the tour includ~s $100
air fare, plus $55 to $105 for
accomodations.
Reservations for the tour will
be handled on a first-come firstserved basis. Reservations will
be made upon receipt of $100
deposit. Full payment will be due
on Feb. 15.
Applications may be obtained
from the campus coodinator, Dr.
J. Wesley Crumb, who can be
reached at 963-1661.

dub, said Brunner. The college
has none at this time.
"Although it is too late to do
anything more this quarter, I
would like to have anyone interested in a club come and see me
before the quarter ends so we can
get going right away winter
quarter," the 15-year "ham" said.
Brunner urges any students with
questions about the Central radio
communications program to get in
touch with him in the Hogue
Technical Building.
The worst thing of having a
romc:mce is that it leaves one so
·unromantic.
-Oscar Wilde
The old believe everything; the
middle aged suspect everything;
the young know everything.
-Oscar Wilde

505 N. PINE
ARE ON ITEMS THAT YOU
NEED AND WANT

SYLVANIA
BLUE DOT

Nationally Advertised Brands At
Honest-To-Goodness Savings
Is What You'll Always Find At

FLASHCUBES
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MONEY SAVER

Pack of 3

12Sh~
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$1.80

77-
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CONTESSA
Multilon

PANTYHOSE
Guaranteed: Non-Run,
Non-Tear, One Size
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'
·
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Additional,t=~~~~~~~~-------------------

97c
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For 1.st
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GREAT BODY!

AntiPerspirant
8.8-oz.
List $1.89

. s109

INSTANT CONQITIONER
List $2.00
M.S. Price $1.59
Choose Regular
Or For Fine Hair

s119

MENNEN

s·uoDEN BEAUTY
HAIR SPRAY
Regular
Extra Hold
Unscented
$1.25 Value

7 4~6,2-oz.

Your doctor's prescription compounded perf ec tl y. That's what
your pharmacist does
. . . every time.
CALL

925-3133

ROBITUSSIN® ~~·
4-oz.

~~~~!,!S'

FOR RELIEF OF

lasal Congestion/Headache

~-:::~

DUE TD

Common Cold/Hay Fever

The tasty and soothing
cough medication for
children and adults.

List $'1.19

TRIAMINICIN TABLETS
Buy A Pack Of 24 At Our Low
Discount Price Of $1.45, And
Get 12 FREE
1
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String quartet
plays at Hertz
The famed P~iladelphia String
Quartet, mid-way through its
fourth year as "Quartet in Residence" at Washington State colleges and universities, will perform in concert at Hertz Recital
Hall Tues., Jan. 26 and Wed.,
Jan. 27.
Tuesday's concert begins at
8: 30 p.m. Concert selections are
Webern's Five Pieces for String
Quartet, Op. 5, the Quartet in A
Major, K. 464 by Mozart and
Bordine's Quartet No. 2 in D
Major.
In the Wednesday night concert starting at 8: 15, the quartet
will perform Beethoven's String
Trio in G Major, Op. 9 No. 1,
Prokofiev's Quartet No. 2, Op.
92 and Dvorak' s Quartet in F
Major, Op. 96 "American."
Quartet members, Veda Reynolds, violin; Irwin Eisenberg, violin; Alan Iglitzin, viola; and
Charles Brennand, cello; were
honored last September when
they were invited to be guest
performers at a festival of modern music in Madrid, Spain.
The quartet was formed about
10 years ago when the members
were playing with the famed
Philadelphia Orchestra.

Qualifying tourney
underway on campus
Tournament play in chess and
table tennis singles is underway
on Central' s campus, Recreation
Coordinator Denny Temple said.
Billiards and doubles in table
tennis will start soon.
All tournament play is to
determine winners who will represent CWSC at the Regional
XIV Campus Tournaments at the
University of Idaho. Region XIV
includes Washington, Oregon,
Montana and Idaho. The finals
will be held at Moscow, Idaho,
Feb. 11, 12 and 13.
Men's three cushion billiards
will be Jan. 25-27 at 7: 30 p.m.
"Courage is resistance to fear,
mastery of fear-not absence of
fear."
-Mark Twain
Almost any man worth his salt
would fight to defend his home,
but no one ever heard of a man
going to war for his boarding
house.
-Mark Twain
·Being natural is simply a pose,
and the most irritating pose I
know.
-Oscar Wilde
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X's biographer to talk
about Black heritage
Alex Haley, internationallyknown author, world traveler and
lecturer, comes to Central on
Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. in Hertz Auditorium. Haley's subject will be
"The Black Heritage."
Alex Haley's first book was the
award-winning classic "Autobiography of Malcolm X." After
five years as a steady best-seller,
this book now has passed two
million copies in eight language
translations.
Recently, both the New York
Times and Time magazine select. ed it among their "Ten Most
Notable Books of the 1960's
Decade."
Motion picture
Malcolm X's life is being made
into a motion picture, based on
this book.
Haley's second book, titled
"Before This Anger," and published by Doubleday, will trace
and document Haley's maternal
lineage across nine unbroken
generations back into the 1700's,
to a tiny West African village
and a specific ·family of the
Mandinka tribe.
Haley spent seven years and
$32,000 in his dogged pursuit of
slender linguistic clues in North

America, . Europe, and in making
safaris into West Africari bu~sih
country villages. His search, even
before the book is published, is
being hailed as a ''genealogical
miracle."
Certain to be an epic landmark
in Black History, the book will
be published simultaneously in
14 languages. Columbia Pictures
already has committed the rights
for a major film.
Alex Haley is a native of Tennessee, the son of a retired college professor.
Ship's cook
Alex Haley left college when
17, and enlisted in the U.S.
Coast Guard. He served as a
ship's cook during World War II
when he began teaching himself
to write.
The eventual publication of the
ship cook's articles in national
magazines led the Coast Guard to
create for. Haley the new rating
of Journalist.
Returning to civilian life, Alex
Haley contributed regularly to
the Saturday Evening Post, and
the New York Times. He was a
Reader's Digest staff writer.

Students sell buttons for UGN;
campus contributes 'fair share'
Faculty and staff at CWSC
have contributed $8,090.85 to the
Kittitas County United Good
Neighbor drive.
According to Dr. Ralph Gustafson, college UGN coordinator,
this compares favorably with last
year when 128 persons gave a
total of $4,668.00. Dr. Gustafson
feels this year's increase in contributions is due mainly to personal contacts mad~ by the
many departmental and building
representatives with each mem·ber in their given area.

Dr. Gustafson said he expects
some additional contributions before a final tally is completed.
In congratulating workers and
donors at the college, Dr. Gustafson noted that the number of
persons giving at the college
compares favorably with the percentage of those contributors in
Kittitas County as a whole.
For the first time this year,
Central students also conducted a
UGN drive through the sale of
buttons. At last report, approximately $250 had been raised.

Abortions available
at Kittitas Hospital
Abortions are available to Central students at the Kittitas Valley Community Hospital at 603
South Chestnut in Ellensburg.
The abortions, which by law cannot be performed after four lunar
months of pregnancy, cost $100.
The Campus Health Clinic, because of a lack of facilities, does
not perform abortions. However,
students who go to the clinic
receive counseling and are referred to the Family Planning
Center in _Ellensburg for further
counseling and ·aid.

MONDAY NIGHT OBLIVION
IS BACK!
TEN CENTERS

4-9

AT

THE PIZZA PLACE

IN THE PLAZA
925-5446

FURNISHED
ROOMS FOR RENT
(lncludlng b & w cable TV)

KERNS MOTEL
709 N. Main

"Twixt the Village Theatre and Woods Hardware"
306 N. Pearl
Proudly Presenting the
Most Esteemed Names in Stereo
BOSE BSR McDonald Dyra Kenwood
Koss Pickering BASF Garrard Dual
KLH Sansui Panasonic Concord
Electro Voice Miracord

GRAND OPENING
SATU~DAY,

JANUARY 23, 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

Qualilty stereo systems .frorn compact outfits for the
dorm or apartment to an $1800 "super system" for the
man who has everything! Casette players, turntables,
speakers, amplifiers, blank casetrt:e and reel to reel tape.

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS!!
System 1
$149.95
Sansui 200 AM/FM receiver
78.00
2 - EV llA speakers
Garrard 40B with base, dust
73.45
cover, Pickering P/AT
Reg. $301.40
SPECIAL $219.95
System 2
Electro Voice EVl 182
AM/FM receiver
$233.00
100.00
2 - KLH 32 speakers
Garrard SL55B with base, dust
95.45
cover and Pickering P/ATE
Reg. $428.45
SPECIAL $299.99
System 3
Kenwood 3130 AM/FM receiver $199.95
155.90
2 - KLH 17 speakers
Garrard SL 72B with base, dust cover
and Pickering XV 15/400E 156.45
Reg. $512.30
SPECIAL $399.99
EXTRA 'SPECIAL!!
A Pickering Elliptical XV 15/400E ($54.95~
FREE with a Garra.rd SL 72B automatic turntable at $89.5_0 OR a Dual 1215 at $99.50.
Thrill to the world's finest speaker system - the mighty
BOSE 901 - featuring 18 perfectly matched, full-range
speakers with environmental equalizer.

Strong men grow faint and women weep with
exciteme_nt at the sounds they produce (the
speakers, that is!)!

BRING A FAVO RITE RECORD HEAR WHAT YOU'RE MISSING!
Regular Store Hours:
Week days: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m., 5 p.m. - 8: 30 p.m.
Saturdays: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Private listening sessions by appointment!
Call STEREOCRAFT - 962-2830
FREE CONSULTING ANYTIME!

Go Wildca ·t s

'America moving toward
fascism' warns speaker

Pol,itics

The executive director of the
. National Committee Against Repressive Legislation (NCARL),
speaking in the SUB Pit Wednesday, warned that, "America is
moving toward fascism."
Frank Wilkinson, under the
auspices of the sociology department, in a speech entitled,
Choice for America: Freedom or
Fascism, claimed that the Organized Crime Control Law is,
"Aimed at the activists," and
that the, "Anti-Riot Law is a tool
for a police state."
Using the Scranton Committee
Report on Campus Disorder to
support his stand against the
Anti-Riot Law, he pointed out
the findings of the Scranton
Committee which charged the
FBI with fomenting much of the,
"violence which occurred in the
wake of the Cambodian invasion." This, he explained, was
done through the use of undercover FBI agents who organized
and directed violent demonstra-

Business

Art

Orient

Psychology

Opera

English

Knitting

Religion
Biology

Science

Anthropology

Astrology

VERN'S ECONOMY STATION

children

Language

Kennedy

Ecology

•

~T~

AMERICAN

~,.,

BRAND GASOLINE

WE DELIVER

Large selection of paperback books on every subject.

STOVE OIL -

PRICE

DIESEL Monday - Friday
t t a.m. - 8 p.m.

189
17 9

Gasoline (50 gaL or more) Self .. serv price

Saturday
12 - 6, p,m.

963-3333

tions.
He said this is , particularly
dangerous in view of a statute
contained within the Organized
Crime Law which authorizes FBI
personnel to be on any college
campus in the nation without
consent from college or local
·police officials.
Wilkinson, who spent a year in
prison for "contempt ·of Congress," said that, "Anyone who
depends on the Constitution to
save them is a· fool." He charged
that the Nixon-Agnew-Mitchell
team is not only trying to change
the law of the land but is also
restructure
the
trying
to
Supreme Court.
Admitting that the 10-year-old
National Committee Against Repress'ive Legislation has been
mostly
ineffective.
Wilkinson
urged students to become politically involved, saying,. "If the
truth were know to the public,
these laws would not be on the
books."

Open 'tit Midnight 7 days a Week
All Credit Cards Accept«l West Caseade Way

Sunday

t - 5 p.m.
•

l

'

/:

'
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Baby, its cold outside
Pretty co-ed Jan Hocker, a sophomore who resides in Muzzall. ~all ~miles for a Crier photographer as she passes by
~ou1ll1on library. Jan attended Bellevue Community College
m her hometown before coming to Central.
Chris Riesenweber

Early Childhood Education Center
opens for residents of Student Village
An Early Childhood Education
Center, aimed at providing an
educational experience for 3- and
4-year-old children of Central
students, faculty and staff, has
opened at Student Village.
Although this is the third prekindergarten on the Central
campus, it is the first to be located in and designed for Student
Village residents.
According to Glynn Gibson,
acting director of the Early
Childhood Education Program at
Hebeler School, the new center's
location and enrollment will provide close cooperation between
the staff and parents of the
youngsters and allow for close
parental involvement in the education program.
At the present time, 11 pupils
are enrolled in the new center,
located in the main lounge of
Phase Two of Student Village.
The children spend weekday
mornings at the center, under
the tutelage of Mrs. Jo Mitchell,
lecturer in education. Mrs. Mit- .

matics, which provide literary
chell is assisted by several Cenexperiences; science; music; and
tral students who are enrolled in
big muscle activities, where chilCWSC's early childhood educadren can climb and run and
tion major.
jump.
Mrs. Mitchell said that the cenThe facility at the Student Vil- ·
ter has several goals. Among them
lage is part of the department of
are to teach young children to be
education's developing program
autonomous in establishing their
in early childhood education.
own personal directions within
Hebeler Elementary School is besociety; to provide them with an
ing phased into what will become
awareness and ability to respond
the Washington Center for Early
to their environment; to learn to
Childhood Education. It will profollow instruction and direction;
vide a program of early childto learn social responsibility; to
develop a spirit of inquiry; and to . hood learning for 3-8-year-olds.
In addition to classes at Hebelearn to express themselves in
ler, several future centers will be
acceptable ways.
established throughout the camThe Early Childhood E.ducation
pus. In addition to the new cenclassroom is a departure from the
ter
at the Student Village, there
traditional. It is divided into sevis presently one operating in the
eral learning areas which include
Home Economics Building.
a variety of equipment.
Among these areas are: creative activities for learning different kinds of painting and play;
small muscle activities, where
children learn puzzles and games
and utilize construction toys;
housekeeping; listening and dra-

We have more than
1,000,000 neV# and
used parts to keep
your car running.
like neV#.

NBofC has an e_
asier way
to balance your budget.
Unsteady about your finances? With an NBofC checking account you simply reconcile your checkbook with
our statement each month and you're back in control.
NBofC checking-an easier way to balance your budget.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE

NOC

MEMBER F.D.l.C. • ACCOUNTS INSURED TO $20,000 EACH DEPOSITOR.

ELLENSBURG OFFICE:

500 N. Pearl St.

This is ·the book!
•This is the book that sold over a million
copies in hardcover at $6.95!
•This is the incredible phenomenon that
started a "sex manuel revolution"!
• This is the number one nonfiction bestseller from coast to coast!
•At last in paperback • the book you've
been waiting for!
AVAILABLE NOW

THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL

15 oz. SPRAY PAINT

a. . a
T. l e Auto Supply Co.
100 ... Mtiln

962-9876

COMING SOON IN PAPERBACK
The Sensuous Woman
Between Parent & Teacher
Sesame Street Books
Body Language
Ball Four
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First loss in 21 games
••

Portland St. ends Pavilion 1nx
by Elliot Grieve
There was just no way that
Portland State could beat Central Washington in Ellensburg.
After all, hadn't Southern Oregon been run out of Ellensburg
109-50 just a couple of days previous? And hadn't Oregon Tech
been completely destroyed 92-59
the day before that? And hadn't
the Wildcats gone 711 days since
losing in Ellensburg?
The problem with the Portland
State basketball team is that they
don't know how to follow a
script.
So instead of playing the role
Monday night, the visitors from
Oregon stopped the Wildcats 9991 in overtime.
Dean Nicholson's 'Cats didn't
let the loss bother them too much
as they returned to the winning
ways Tuesday night in Monmouth,
Oregon, with an easy 85:-72 victory over Oregon College of Ed~
ucation.
The Portland State loss-even
though it was not a conference
game-overshadowed the three
impressive Evergreen Conference
wins. The setback snapped the
Wildcat~s
Nicholson
Pavilion
winning streak at 20 games.
"It isn't so much the loss that
bothers me ... it's the way we .
lost it that hurts,'' admitted
Nicholson.
The Wildcats were guilty of
sloppy ball handling, which resulted in 24 turnovers and a
mediocre defense, which twice
blew five-point leads in the closing minutes.
Portland State was led by 6-7
·sophomore Leo Franz - and 6-0
guard Willie Stoudamire. The
first belonged to Franz, who connected for 19 of his 34 points
in the first twenty rninutes. It
was all Stoudamire in the second
half, as the talented junior hit
27 points to finish the game with
35.
Tuesday, the 'Cats were led by
Andy Harris and Harrell, who
17 · apiece
and
contributed
Schooler and Hanson who had
15 each.·
So the Wildcats are now 12-3
on the season and 3-0 in the
Evergreen Conference. They are
ranked eighth in the NAIA nationally and are 15th and 17th on
the UPI adn AP small college
polls.

ALL GAMES
O/PTS WON LOST

CONFERENCE
WON LOST PTS.

3
2
2
2
0

Whit.
E.O.C.
O.C.E.
O.T .I.

2
3
3
5

205
181
219
350
267
378
403
503

267
286
256
335
284
362
389
350

NAME
Chatman, Bill
Harrell, John
Hanson, Rich
Schooler, Eric
Harris, Andy
Adams, Mitch
Williams, Bob
Bender, George
Bussey, Don
Randall, Gary
Randall; Qary
Others
TEAM TOTALS

GAME

OPPS. TOTALS

90 .7
82.3
76 .0
68 .7
73.5
72.3
82.3
73.5

1272
1234
988
962
956
1012
1070
809

12
9
9
7
7
7
10

FG
PCT

FG

AVG. O!PTS AVG.

PTS.

CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
15-GAME STATS
(12-3)

1206
1091
927
1010
960
1021
1177
950

86.l
72.7
71.3
72.l
73.8
72 .9
90.5
86.3

BASKETBALL~
TOT. GAME
PTS. AVG.

FT
PCT

REB

GAME
AVG.

33
18
54
40
33
24
15
27
7
11
11

76%
58%
73%
70%
61%
55%
60%
66%
64%
55%
55%
33%

34
56
123
87
92
101
28
91
15
31
31
66

3.1
5.6
8.2
5.8
6.1
7.0
3.1
6.1
1.1
2.3
2.3
4.3

l69
138
192
186
· 157
120
63
79
65
49
49
16

15.3
13.8
12.8
12.4
10.5
9.2
7.0
5.2
4.6
3.4..
3.4

724

48 .3

1234

82.2

556

37.l

1101

73.4

FT

11
10
l.5
15
15
13
9
15
14
14
14
15

68
60
69
73
62
48
24
26
29
19
19

46%
60o/o
46%
45%
38%
48%
60%
52%
38%
48%
48%
43%

15

485

47%

264

65%

15

437

43%

227

71%

1.1

WINNING MARGIN - - - - 8.1
SEASON RECORD

cwsc
cwsc
cwsc
cwsc
cwsc
cwsc
cwsc
cwsc

Andy Harris (32) battles a Portland State player during
Monday's 99-91 overtime loss. John Harrell (42) and Leo Franz
(35) look on.
Photo by Riesenweber

94
69
72
66
82
98
69
93

93
Portland State
Pacific Lutheran
62
73
Simon Fraser
San Fran State
·61
75
St. Martin's
Pacific Lutheran
93
68
Claremont-Mudd
77
Pasadena College
next game Jan. 22 vs.
25 vs.
26 vs.
29 vs.

cwsc 69
cwsc 74
cwsc 72
cwsc 92
cwsc 109
cwsc 91
cwsc 85
at
at
at
at

Eastern Michigan
Simon Fraser
Simon Fraser
Oregon Tech
Southern Oregon
Portland State
Oregon College

102
49
68
59 (Conf)
50 (Conf)
99
72 (Conf)

WWSC (Conf)
Gonzaga
Whitworth (Conf)
EWSC (Conf)

'Western team to beat'
"Central is a fine team, but Western appears to be the
team to beat form our experience," said Oregon Tech coach
Jim Partlow following the Central Oregon Tech game Friday night.
"From the two games, I'd have to say that Western plays
the better defense. They keep the pressure on you all
night."
Tonight, the Wildcats will see if the Vikings from Western
Washington are really the team to beat.
Chuck Randall's Vikings are 3-1 in the -Evergreen Conference having been upset by Whitworth 88-62.
Monday night the Wildcats travel to Spokane to take on
the always tough Gonzaga University Bulldogs.
Both the Western and Gonzaga games can be heard on
KXLE radio, starting at 7: 45.

·Women's Wool Coats & Nylon Quilted
Men's, Tony Lama
Roughout Boots
now

AFTER GAMES OF JAN. 16, 1970

c.w.s.c.
w.w.s.c.
s.o.c.

Men's Wool f.oats & Nylon Quilted

38°0

Basketball sta-ndings
TEAMS
E.W .S.C.

Go WESTERN WEAR Young Men (& Gals)
AT O·UR SALE

were

Evergreen. Conference

29 88

Mills Saddle 'n Togs

FRESH
•9-Ao~

A

all 203
0ff

MILK

Women's Nocona Black
& brown Boots
were

Every body needs inilk

31°0

now

1988

4th & Main

40'

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.

WINEGAR'S DAIRY/·:·:.
Just 6 Blocks West
of Nicholson Pavilion

419 -w. 15th

925-1821
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Alpine Club trips out

CAMPUS CRIER -

Trackmen
Im·. .Pre SS Iv-e
in Pocatello
I

Central's Alpine Ski Club is
now accepting applications for its
Mar. 20-27 trip to Squaw Valley,
Calif., according to the club's
president, Julie Hammer.
The eight-day package "includes ·
lodging, lifts, meals (two per
day), transportation, an ice skating party and a wine and cheesetasting party.
· "The total ·price is $120, but
students who furnish their own
transportation pay only $80," said
Miss Hammer.
Tlie ski club began preparation
of the trip after Pat Wymack,
public relations director at Squaw
Valley, gave _a presentation at a
regular.ly scheduled Alpine Club
meeting last October.

Fassett, Central's No. 1 diver, goes into a tuck
during one of his dives off the 3-meter board. He upset Simon Fraser's defending NAIA champ and we._,t on
to establish a new school record on the high board, as
Central won, 66-47.
Photo by Jay

Tankers hit road
following big win
Wildcat swimmers defeated
NAIA number two ranked Simon
Fraser with a score of 66-47 Sat.
This is the first time Central has
defeated the Clansmen in 5 years.
The meet jumped off to a surprising start with. a Central win
in the 400-yard medley relay with
a time of 3: 53.5. The relay team
was Bruce Campbell, Mike
Smithers, Rod Danz and Tom
Denman.
According to swim coach Bob
Gregson, "This really got us going.''
The outstanding swimmers of
the meet were Loren Fasset of
Central and Harrower from Simon Fraser. Fasset won the onemeter and three-meter diving

events defeating Ken Sully, who
is the 'defending NAIA diving
champion. Harrower won the
1000 free, the 200 back and the
500 free.
Other Central winners were
Dale Tomasch in the 50 free and
Gary Leach in the 200 individual
medley.
Central also won the 400 free
relay with a strong performance
from Terry Nielson, Derek Sandison, Leach and Tomasch.
The Wildcat swimmers travel
this weekend. They will be at
Pacific Lutheran today and Portlan State tomorrow.
The next big meet will be next
week when Central travels to Tacoma to meet the University of
Puget Sound.

SWEECY .DAY
AT
NORTH'S STATIONER

ASC office or by contacting Julie Hammer, 925-3935.
__

Women's varsity
basketball team
heads into action

This year Central will have another fine women's intercollegiate basketball team. Coached
by Betty Hileman, the girls will
run. the ball more this year since
they have a height shortage.
''This will make the game more
exciting," said Miss Hileman,
adding, "It should be an interesting year."
The team's first game is Jan. 23
Miss Hammer and Wymack
when they play Seattle Pacific
have been working on the· and Western Washington in
scheme sine.e then and are now
Seattle. The only home games
putting the plan into action.
this .year will be the Alumni
"Everything is set-all we need
game Feb. 6, and Washington
is interested people," she said.
State and University of W_ashington games on Feb. 27.
The Alpine Club, a member o~
the ASC, holds weekly excursions
The teams this year - will . be
to Mission Ridge, where they , playing five-man rules · instead of
conduct their Alpine Ski School.
the six-rrian rules they have playThe club' runs two busses every
ed in the past. This will open
Sunday for members and nonthe game up a lot more and the
members alike. Four -dollars
participants will have to be in
covers the round trip cost.
fine physical condition to endure
''Our ski school has about 60
the running. The team with the
me,mbers, who for $60 'receive
most stamina and the best jump
six 14-hour sessions of instrucshot will win the game.
tion ·plus lift tickets and transLast year the squad ·had a 8-5
portation," Miss Hammer said.
record and will be out to better
ARPlications for the Squaw
that record this year, according
Valley fest are available in the
to Miss Hileman.

Imported

Just in time for "Slippery days"

WITH

A.S.C~

TYPEW~ITERS

CARD, ON SAT., JAN. 23

Valentine Cards Now Available

NORTH'S STATIONERS
111 E. 4th

925-2944

Park
Free

Genuine vibram soles

Fleece lined

Glove leather lined

$17.95
& $21.95

$19.95
Men's sizes 7 · 13

Men's sizes

Women's sizes

7 . 13

5. 8

'tyroler"vibram soles'

EXCLUSIVE:E
0

s:.,,

AND MACHINES)

No. 750

I

A pinch of moon soil produces
bigger, greener plants, scientists
at the Manned Spacecraft Center
in Houston report in Science
Digest's November issue. About
half the plants tested showed the
effect, · including
cabbage,
peppers, carrots, lettuce, tobacco,
parsley, radishes and spinach. The
amount of moon soil administered
was only about 1/ lOOth of an ounce.

French hiking
& Ap.r es Ski boots

153 DISCOUNT ON ANYTHING IN STORE,
(EXCEPT

-

Central Washington trackmen
were impressive in the Idaho
State indoor meet but powerful
Southern California was the top
team at the first-ever meet in
Pocatello's new indoor "palace."
• Dave Walker was second in the
quarter mile with his personal
best of 48 .5. Last year he ran the
440, 440 relay, mile relay and
long-jumped. This season he
plans to confine himself to . the
·sprints, and has high hopes of.
getting down to 46 seconds in the;
quarter this spring.
Speedy Steve Slavens turned in
a 9.6 time in his heat of the
100-yard dash-good for · second,
but didn't place in the finals. Don
Quarrie of USC set a new U.S.
record, winning in 9.3,
The Wildcat mile relay also
placed with a 3: 19.8.

em

5th &
Ruby
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Club Notes
CHI ALPHA
The Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meets every Monday in
the Student Village Apts. lounge
at 7 .p.m. For further information contact Jim Born, 963-3587.
NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB
All Indians and interested nonIndians are invited to attend the
Native American Indian Club
meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 3
at 6: 30 p.m. in SUB 214. For
further information contact Roger Jacob at 962-9549.
BAHAI
For those seeking an independent religious approach to mankind, Bahai Fireside will meet
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at Student
Village Apt. D-17. ."
'
CWSC KARATE CLUB
CWSC Karate Club will meet
from 7-9 Tuesday and Thursday.
Classes are co-educational. They
are held at the Hebeler- Elementary gym.

THE CRIER
The deadline for all club notes,
official notices and information
for the Crier is· 5 p.m. on the
Friday prior to publication.
CWSC JUDO CLUB
Central' s judo Club will meet
Tuesday and Thursday from 6: 308 p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion 205.
Beginners are welcome. For
further information contact Don
Fenton at 963-3028.
HIKING AND CLIMBING CLUB
The Hiking and Climbing Club
will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
Jan. 26, Lind 100.
·

WOMEN'S LIBERATION
Chris Robinson, a Seattle high
school member of Women"s Liberation, will speak at 7: 30
Wednesday, Jan. 27 in Black Hall.
The meeting also will include a
filmed expose of beauty pageants,
"She's Beautiful When She's
Angry." A rap session will
follow.

Women's Lib
educational set
for Wednesday

Women's Liberation -starts its
winter quarter activity with an
educational event - a film and
E'BURG CHESS CLUB
talk
set for Wednesday, Jan. 27,
The .Ellensburg Chess Club will
in Black Hall 102, to start at
meet every Tuesday from · 7-11
7:30 p.m.
p.m. in SUB 205. Friendly games
Chris Robinson,. a student of
and practice tournaments for all.
Rops~v.elt High School in Seattle,
For further information contact
who has more than enough credDavid Knobel at 925-3847.
its to -graduate' . except for a
required home econamics course,
will b~ the speaker.
An activist "fighting the syscomplete:· -Sign up · s,h eets fm
tem," Chris, with the support of
interviews are posted two weeks -her parents, is suing · the State
b e f ore t he arnva
· 1 of t h e emp 1oyer _
Board of Education "for discrim: inatlng against woinen because
on campus.
she is required to take the home
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
course.''
economics
George Washington's Birthday
The film , "She's Beautiful
has been changed from Monday,
Wh~n She's Angry," an expose
Feb: 22 to Monday, Feb. 15.
of beauty pageants, will be shown.
FACULTY-STA,FF-COMMUTER
A "rap" session on . Women's
Liberation will follow the preParking lQt .A, boarded by
sentation.
Chestnut Street on the west, 9th
Street on the south and the railroad tracks on the north, is the
-property of the college. Any
The · December issue of The Exvehicle parked in _ this area beplicator contains a short article
tween 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Mondayby H. L. Anshutz and Donald
Friday must have a valid FacultyCummings, both English, entitled
Staff or a commuter student
"Blake's The Sick Rose."
parking permit.

rOfficial
Not ices-,
·AID
FINANCIAL
.
A 1ica t·10ns for -s·t·u" d-ent F"man· 1pp
A.d
f or t h e 197-. - year are
cia
I
1 72
now available in Barge 209. Confidential statements must be
mailed to Berkeley by March 1.
CWSC aid information must be
submitted by April 1.

NAIA PHOTO CONTEST
The NAfA is sponsoring a
sports ·photography contest. _The
competition is divided in two
groups. The first division will
consist of student photographers
or college staff, and the second
will consist of
professional
photographers. The deadline for
all entries is Jan. 31. For further
information contact John Foster,
106 Edison or call 963-1491.
SPRING QUARTER CALENDAR
All events scheduled for Spring
Quarter '71 must be turned in to
the Publicity Office no later than
5 p.m. March 5.
NEW PAYDAY FOR
STUDENT EMPLOYEES
In order to comply with a
state required 10-day lag system
for payroll, ther e will be a new
payday for student employees. _
All time from Jan. l through
Jan. 31 will be paid about Feb.
10. Future paydays will be set at
the 10th of each month; however,
this can vary a day or two during
short months or months with
holidays.
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
Seniors and graduate students
who are interested in interviewing with employers recruiting on
campus should check to make
sure that their placement files are

SCHEDULES DUE
All events scheduled for Spring
Quarter 1971, must be turned in
to the publicity office no later
than 5 p.m. Friday, Mar. 5, 1971.
Notice of scheduled events received later than the above date
or not received from the department scheduling the event will
not be placed on the calendar.

Jack Spithill, of the office of
Student Conduct, is also a high
school basketball official.

In the face of hardship the
weak man dies, but the strong
man struggles on. Have you the
courage to live?

Cat - a - log
Jan. , 22, 1971
ASC MOVIES
"The Wrong Box" and " Viva
Max" will be shown at McConnell Friday and Saturday nights.
Admission is a quarter with your
ASC card.
PHILADELPHIA
STRING QUARTET
The Philadelphia String Quartet will be in concert 'Monday
and Wednesday nights in the
Hertz recital hall at 8: 30 p.m.
GRADUATE RECITAL
· There will be a Graduate Recital in the Hertz Auditorium at
8: 15 .p.m. on Thursday.
CHARLIE BROWN
The nationally acclaimed production of "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown," will be presented
in McConnell Auditorium at 2: 30
and 8 p.m. on Jan. 23. This show
is rated XX for excellent.

LIBERTY Theatre

Central senior wins
Vanco Scholarship ·
Jean Marie Campbell, CWSC
senior, an "Army brat" who considers Washington State as her
" homestate", is one of the four
recipients of the 1970-71 park
and/or recreation student scholarship awards given by Vanco
Foundation of Renton. The award
is for $150.
A recreation major at Central,
Miss Campbell hopes to work in
crafts for the armed forces special services overseas. Miss·
. Campbell is president of the
Recreation Club.

GIRLS
Full time - Part time
If you are ambitious, enjoy meet·
ing people, this 'is the job for you.
Koscot Kosmetics
P.O. Box 759
Yakima, Wa. 98901
(509} 697-6243

OPEN 6:45

925-9511

PLAYS Thru TUE.

Shows At 7:00 each Night & 10:30 If
Traffic Warrants - Sunday At 6:00 & 9:30

GIVE
'EM HELL,
JOHN!

JOHN
WAYNE in

"RIO LOBO"

~ Technicolor®

Excellent Comedy Co-Hit At 8:55 Only
Shows On Sunday At 7:55 Only

~OT~O~D~AITY~S;HRO~WISrt11·~.~
1

..

•. :•·> :-: ::::/\:}:~; ;:}~: :::::::::::::::;:::::::::;::::::::;::::·

STARTS WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27th

MUD & SLUSH GOT YOUR
CLOTHES DOWN? LET

ED'S DRIVE-IN CLEANERS
PICK UP & DELIVER F·REE
YOUR WEATHER BEATEN BEST
3rd & PINE

925-1688

You don't have to come out
of a nice warm room
to eat our good food
· lust call

BIG JOHN
925-5900
For Home Delivery

(See last week's 'Crier' P. 10 for our menu.)

"TRAIL OF THE HUNTER"

& "BARQUERO" s~c;;~ic~.~~·

The 'VILLAGE

OP EN 6:30

925-4598

NOW PLAYING

"'Cili:Hh~z2·
{}~~It . .
·= ~ <.,. r/ THE

IS,QUITE SIMPLY,
BEST AMERICAN FILM
rvE SEEN THIS YEAli!~"-~'."~~~~~~~by,
OUR NEXT ATTRACTION!

One of The Year's 10 Besf - Funnier Than MASH!

.. ·BREWSTER McCLOUD' is the original wild
goose chase, an entertainment so _fantastic ' and
mad that it inevitably recalls the Marx
Brothers ..- . the film is fast paced and really
funny!"

